
In 1911 Buffalo Bill's Wild West show started to use flat cars for moving its show around the US in 60’ cars. However, circus
owners realized that railroads charged by car load rather than car length so started to order 70’ cars.  By the 1920's the War-
ren Tank Car Company of Warren, Pennsylvania, and the Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company of Mt. Vernon, Illinois, were
the principle providers of the steel circus flat cars.

Every circus and carnival show that travelled used 70’ flat cars in their consists, and the cars were loaded ‘circus style’ - by
pulling their circus wagons along the flat cars with temporary bridging or cross-over plates [of metal] laid down over the cou-
pler ends. Often the pulling power was provided by animals including elephants but usually by tractors. The wagons descend-
ed down the end ramp by gravity with the wagons being controlled by ropes around the snagging posts on the cars.

Cars were being built until 1947, the last order being for five flat cars Ringling for Brothers Circus by Thrall Car Company of
Chicago, similar in appearance to the Mt. Vernon style flat cars. However, there was a strong second hand market for the cars,
and many cars were sold between circus and show units.

In the remaining travelling shows, the 70’ cars were gradually replaced by 89’ flat cars in the 1970’s. One Warren Car is still in
service in 2015 in the James E Strates Show consist, where it is placed as the end car to help with circus style unloading, as the
rear truck is removed for the process, and the car lowered to the ground by hydraulic jacks to give a more gentle slope.

Many of the cars are now preserved, most located at the Circus World Museum, Baraboo WI. Each has been painted into au-
thentic paint schemes from the many shows. In the late 20th Century the Museum ran a number of spectacular ‘specials’
around the mid West using a mixture of Mt Vernon and Warren cars in their very varied paint schemes.

Further information can be had from
Carstens Harold. 1975. Circus Trains and Modeling. Freedon NJ: Carstens Publications
Parkinson Tom and Fox Charles Philip. 1978. The Circus Moves by Rail. Boulder CO: Pruett
Dahlinger Jnr, Fred. 2000. Trains of the Circus 1872-1958. Hudson WI: Iconografix
Dahlinger Jnr, Fred. 2000. Show Trains of the 20th Century. Hudson WI: Iconografix
Nelson, Bruce. 2013. America’s Greatest Circus Train. Forest Park IL: Heimburger House

Parts List: chassis, two sides, snubbing posts and brake lever and set of laser cut wood decks and etches for grabs.

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com                                    www.nscalekits.com

Check all parts and clean up any flash, feeds, etc. Dry assemble the chassis with
the sides. When happy with the fit, the kit can be glued using CA glue or epoxy
resin, making sure that the deck is level and the sides square. After the glue is
set, you may want to file and fill any gaps to ensure that the deck is smooth.

Snubbing posts were placed on the
top of the side sills when loading
and unloading, but were often left in

place during transit. The posts and brake handle should be attached prior to painting.

Paint schemes were colorful, but many flat cars in Circus and Carnival Show consists were in aluminum, al-
though all had the name of the show in bold letters on the sides. Many examples are found in material from the
Circus World Museum, Baraboo WI. Car numbers were single or two digits in the show owners colors, except for
the Ringling Brothers flat cars that were numbered 1xx and 2xx in their two consisted trains.

After painting, install the wood decks, with the bed planks glued in place first and then the long running planks. Fit
Microtrains® #1031 trucks with low-profile wheelsets and 1015 body mounted couplers. Specific decals a number
of Circus and Carnival Shows are available from www.nscalekits.com


